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ABSTRACT OF THESIS

Machine Learning Approach for Vigilance State Classification in Mice
Sleep has a significant impact on cognitive abilities such as memory, reaction time,
productivity, and creative thinking; however, there are many aspects of this important
activity that are not clearly understood. Over the last century, researchers have
developed technology and animal models to assist in the study of sleep. Manual sleep
scoring is time consuming, reduces productivity, and is impacted by human scorer
subjectivity. On the other hand, automatic sleep stage categorization can enhance
consistency and reliability, aiding professionals in identifying sleep related health
problems.
In recent times various studies reported significant achievements for automatic
vigilance detection and overcome the drawback of REM stage detection.

Two

models that reported very good performance are SCOPRISM and UTSN-L that
replicate the manual scoring criteria. In this study, the performance of these models
is documented on an independent dataset. The same dataset is also employed in
feature-based machine learning approaches, where features from EEG and EMG
signals are incorporated to the scoring process and NB, LDA, DT, KNN, SVM and
RF models are assessed to do a comparative study on the same feature set.
Results show that, the random forest model achieves the highest overall accuracy
of 84.7%, while the SCOPRISM and UTSN-L models achieve 76.1% and 77.1%
respectively. When evaluated on an animal-by-animal basis, this RF model exhibits
a reduced standard deviation with higher accuracy. However, despite the fact that

the random forest model performs better than SCOPRISM and UTSN-L, it lacks
REM sensitivity and still exhibits lower classification performance for genetically
engineered mice of higher age groups. Animal-wise feature normalization is carried
out, which resulted in findings that outperform all prior outcomes and reported the
best result for vigilance stage detection with an overall accuracy of 90.8% and a
REM sensitivity of 90%. The animal-wise evaluation also shows, this approach
exhibits a more robust performance over the set of test animals than prior models.
Furthermore, the algorithm trained on 28 animal datasets is applied to the
recordings utilized in the UTSN-L model, and overall accuracy was found 40%, with
a REM recall of 16.6%. This reinforces the issue that while the machine learning
algorithm excels at detecting key patterns in the dataset, performance varies
depending on the equipment employed in different environments.
KEYWORDS: UTSN-L, SVM, EEG, Random forest, Machine learning
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Chapter 1 Introduction

Sleep is a complex and diverse behavior that is necessary for survival in order to
function properly. It is a specific condition of the neurological system characterized
by distinct characteristics and stages of brain activity. Reduced sleep or irregular
sleep patterns can have negative effects on one’s emotional, cognitive, and physical
well-being, among other things. Disruption of regular sleep patterns has been shown
to have a detrimental impact on cognitive capacities, memory, response time,
productivity, and creative thinking in individuals. A well-established link exists
between

disturbance

of

regular

sleep

patterns

and

the

development

of

neurodegenerative disorders. The detection of sleep disruption in the early stages of
neurodegenerative diseases such as Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson’s disease, and
multiple sclerosis, according to recent research, could be a valuable marker of
vulnerability and risk, and that the stabilization of sleep could improve the quality
of life of patients[4]. Poor sleep is linked to mental illnesses like depression, as well
as metabolic problems like obesity and diabetes.
1.1

Rodent in sleep research

When electroencephalography (EEG) was first developed in the 1930s, it was hailed
as a historic moment in the development of modern sleep research. Researchers have
observed traces on the electroencephalogram (EEG) indicating changes in awareness
levels in both people and animals since the beginning of their investigations into
brain electrical activity in the laboratory[5]. Researchers can evaluate the safety
and efficacy of new medicines on animals before putting them to the test on human
patients through the use of animal models. Mice, as compared to other animal models,
have numerous benefits, including the fact that they are very inexpensive to purchase
and upkeep as well as similarities with human genetics. Following the completion of
the mouse DNA sequence in 2002, there has been a resurgence in mouse research.

1

Figure 1.1: EEG waveform for sleep stages of human. Image taken from[1]
This has enabled the production of hundreds of genetically engineered mouse strains,
many of which have been utilized in sleep research studies to date.
1.2

Sleep stage

Human sleep is divided into three stages: waking, REM sleep, and non-REM sleep
where non-REM sleep is further subdivided into three phases. Stage 1 is light sleep,
while stage 3 is deep sleep. Figure 1.1 represents the EEG waveform of different
human sleep stages.
The waking stage has more alpha activity and low voltage mixed frequency EEG.
This stage has high tonic EMG and EOG eye blinks. Stage-1 is characterized by low
voltage mixed frequency EEG with a 2-7 Hz predominance. Vertex sharp waves up to
200 µV are possible. Awakening from Stage 1 happens when the body moves during
sleep or there is a transition between sleep stages. Stage 1 lasts 1–7 minutes during
nocturnal sleep. During this stage, slow eye movements lasting several seconds may

2

develop. This stage needs the absence of K-complexes and sleep spindles. Stage 2
is defined by the existence of sleep spindles and/or K-complexes and a lack of high
amplitude. A spindle is detected if it lasts at least 0.5 seconds. These are EEG
waveform that have a distinct negative sharp wave followed by a positive component
lasting more than 0.5 seconds. Sleep spindles are 12-14 Hz. Stage 2 epochs are scored
if the time gap between spindles or K-complexes is shorter than 3 minutes and there
is no sign of movement arousal. Stage 3 epochs have waves of 2 Hz or slower for at
least 20% but not more than 50% of the epoch. These waves have a peak-to-peak
amplitude of 75 µV. Sleep spindle or K-complex may form at this point. The REM
stage is characterized by low voltage, mixed frequency EEG activity, and episodic
REMs. The EEG pattern is similar to stage 1, but without the vertex sharp waves.
REM sleep is characterized by saw-tooth waves in the vertex and frontal regions and
fast eye movements. REM is characterized by alpha waves, which are 1-2 Hz slower
than waking[1].
The wake sleep cycle in rodents is more fragmented than in human individuals,
and the sleep phase in rodents is more dominated by non-rapid eye movement
(NREM) sleep than in human patients. The NREM sleep state is generally split
into three to four phases in humans, according to the findings of this study[6]. In
mice, non-REM sleep is not split into phases as it is in humans. Despite these
differences, mice and human individuals have a number of electroencephalographic
(EEG) and regulatory characteristics of the wake-sleep cycle that are similar to each
other. Despite the fact that in mice more than half of the systems differentiate
between the three major vigilance states: awake; non-rapid eye movement (NREM)
sleep, also known as slow-wave sleep (SWS); and rapid eye movement (REM) sleep,
also described as paradoxical sleep (PS). In addition, although the widespread use
of mice and rats in fundamental sleep research, there is still a lack of widespread
agreement on the criteria for distinguishing between waking and sleep phases in
rodents.

3

1.2.1

Wake stage

In general, the EEG during the waking period is characterized by low amplitude
and high frequency response. During the wake stage, substantial amplitudes with
predominant EEG theta activity are observed in the EMG.
1.2.2

NREM stage

NREM sleep was usually characterized by a high amplitude EEG that was coupled
with a low voltage EMG, according to the literature. In addition, the presence of
strong EEG delta activity (0.5–4 Hz) is used to define this state of affairs. Some
organizations classified NREM sleep into two or more phases, despite the fact that the
vast majority of systems only defined two stages (NREM and REM sleep). Bergmann
and colleagues (1987) established a distinction between low voltage EEG NREM
sleep and high voltage EEG sleep. Using EEG delta amplitude, Van Luijtelaar and
Coenen (1984) distinguished between light sleep, which is linked with a medium
EEG delta amplitude, and deep sleep, which is associated with a high EEG delta
amplitude. Some researchers have also identified a transition stage between NREM
sleep and REM sleep, which is characterized by a combination of EEG theta-activity
and spindles in the EEG[7].
1.2.3

REM stage:

EEG activity with a low amplitude and high frequency that is accompanied with the
lack of EMG activity is frequently used to characterize this condition. The presence
of EEG theta-activity (6–10 Hz) in the recording could be evaluated to validate the
existence of this condition. Additionally, EOG activity may be utilized to differentiate
between REM and non-REM sleep states.
1.3

Prior sleep research

It took hundreds of years before mankind was able to partly unravel the mystery of
sleep and identify what precisely is restored in our bodies when we sleep, as well as
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why sleep is so important. An early scientific study of sleep was conducted by a
French scientist named Jean Jacques d’Ortuous de Marian, who proposed that
circadian rhythms were not reliant on the environment.

In 1924, German

psychiatrist Hans Berger, the first EEG inventor, discovered brain neural
oscillations. The Swiss scientist Walter Hess conducted another experiment in 1924,
in which he used an electric current to stimulate the thalamus and hypothalamus of
cats. He observed that a limited current led the cats to sleep, while a strong current
caused them to get excited. Initially, Austrian scientist Konstantin von Economo
studied sleep-related brain areas. From 1915 through 1926, lethargic encephalitis
killed numerous people in Europe.

Interestingly, 80% of survivors acquired

Parkinson’s, as this illness caused sleepiness or insomnia.

The anterior

hypothalamus was injured in those who had insomnia and died from encephalitis,
according to Konstantin von Economo. Eugene Azerinsky and Nathaniel Kleitman,
his PhD advisor, established a link between ”rapid eye movement” during sleep and
dreams, as well as a general increase in brain activity. In 1953, they proposed the
idea of ”rapid-eye movement sleep,” often known as REM sleep. French neurologist
and medical researcher Michel Valentin Marcel Jouvet, one of the world’s foremost
experts on rapid eye movement (REM) sleep, separated sleep into two distinct
phases in 1961: slow wave sleep and paradoxical sleep, which he coined as ”REM
sleep”.
The process of ageing is one of the most significant and impactful physiological
processes that has an impact on sleep quality[8]. The activity of the brain varies
as a result of physiological changes occurring at the neuronal and cellular levels of
the body. These alterations result in frequency-specific changes in the topography
of the brain. As a result, these alterations are also reflected in the EEG recordings
made during wakefulness and sleep, respectively. A large number of research have
shown that sleep time declines with age. Once again, the density and amplitude of
slow-wave sleep both decline substantially with increasing age. A spectral study, on
the other hand, showed that the EEG power during non-REM sleep had decreased
as a result of ageing. This decrease in power was not uniform; rather, it was more
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pronounced in the anterior regions of the brain.
1.4

Manual sleep stage scoring

Typically, sleep studies on humans or rodents are conducted on the basis of
electroencephalogram (EEG) and electromyogram (EMG) activity. Because of the
technological

difficulties

connected

with

the

tiny

size

of

rodents,

the

electrooculogram (EOG) is often only recorded on human subjects, rather than on
these animals themselves. Despite this, the majority of basic animal sleep labs
continue to build hypnograms based on visual evaluation of polygraphic recordings
made by professional investigators in their laboratory. It is believed that manual
scoring of sleep states ensures precise definition of wake-sleep behavior, and it has
the evident benefit of promoting the detection of unexpected EEG events[9]. For as
long as the subject is asleep, the scorers must give a sleep stage to the subject for a
predefined epoch length (4/10/30 seconds). All of the polysomnographic (PSG)
recordings (EEG, EOG, EMG, ECG, and respiratory recorder) must be carefully
considered before a decision on the sleep stage can be made.
Manual sleep scoring is time-consuming and resulting in a significant decrease in
productivity. Aside from that, every subject’s PSG recording may vary somewhat
from the one taken by another based on subject’s age, health state, and sleep status.
It is possible that the PSG will vary from subject to subject, even from day to day
for the same subject, but polysomnography is a procedure that cannot be readily
repeated due to the high expense, time commitment, and discomfort to the patient.
Finally, teaching investigators to differentiate between waking and sleep states is
a time-consuming procedure that can minimize but not completely eliminate
variability across researchers, even within the same team of investigators. Given the
aforementioned, it is difficult to get 100% accurate sleep score. In reality, experts
agree 90% of the time in the best of circumstances. Because the time required to
score sleep is inversely related to the length of the recording period, there is rising
interest within the sleep research community in minimizing the amount of human
involvement required during the scoring method.
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1.5

Automatic sleep stage scoring:

Automatic scoring is the computer replication of human intelligence processes.
Machine learning (ML) is an artificial intelligence application that allows computers
to automatically learn and improve. In this way, ML algorithms may help and
simplify manual operations. This strong method should be appropriate for sleep
scoring, which is a laborious, repeated task based on conventional standards. The
issue of automated sleep stage categorization may be addressed by AI in two ways:
learning processes based on expert knowledge (shallow learning) and learning
processes based on raw data (deep learning).
Main stages in a machine learning workflow include data preparation, feature
extraction, selection, and classification.

Preprocessing detects bias, noise, and

abnormalities in PSG raw signals. The processes of feature extraction, and selection
help find the most relevant data. The final classification step utilizes all data to
identify sleep stages.
As part of the data preparation process, artefacts and noises are identified and
removed to ensure that the information is accurate. In the feature extraction phase,
the measured data is used to generate features that are meant to be useful and
nonredundant, thus simplifying the following learning and generalization processes
and, in certain instances, resulting in improved human interpretation. A feature is a
quantifiable attribute or characteristic of the PSG that can be measured
individually.

It is possible to use both linear and nonlinear feature extraction

approaches.

Feature extraction techniques may be divided into three primary

categories: time-domain techniques, frequency-domain techniques, or a mix of both
temporal and frequency domain techniques. These features, in conjunction with
sleep stage labels, were utilized to build a classification model in supervised machine
learning classification methods. Later, using separate datasets, trained models were
able to identify sleep stages automatically. While deep learning algorithms may be
used in a feature-based process, they perform best when applied directly to raw
data[10].
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Deep learning is a component of a wider family of machine learning techniques. In
recent years, the application of deep learning classification methods has been proven
to be very effective in the categorization of different sleep stages. One of the primary
motivations for using deep learning methods in sleep stage classification is the ability
to extract complicated information from huge amounts of data quickly and efficiently.
The excellent performance of deep learning models when dealing with huge amounts
of data is one of their most significant advantages. Deep learning is capable of learning
features directly from raw input data, requiring little or no previous knowledge on the
subject. Despite this, the findings may be difficult to interpret, and the computation
durations can be lengthy. It can become a disadvantage. On the other hand, it is
believed that features derived from expert knowledge are influenced by a variety of
variables, the most important of which are the properties of the given dataset. When
it comes to sleep scoring, the datasets are very diverse, and the number of epochs
in a single dataset is enormous. As a result, many studies conducted over the past
several years have directly used deep learning algorithms to raw PSG signals.
1.6

Prior research on automatic sleep stage classification:

In the 1970s, the first algorithms for automated sleep scoring in rats were developed,
and the methods were implemented. Since then, several algorithms, both commercial
and open source, have been suggested that are becoming increasingly sophisticated.
FASTER is an unsupervised which was introduced in 2013, completely automated
sleep staging technique for mice that is less subjective than other methods while
still providing a high throughput of sleep assessment. This technique depends on
nonparametric density estimate clustering of EEG/EMG power spectra. FASTER
can correctly detect sleep patterns in mice that have been disrupted by medicines
or by genetic alteration of a clock gene, according to the researchers. Every group
has an overall accuracy rate of more than 90%. Using a laptop computer, 24-hour
data may be staged in 10 minutes, which is much quicker than an experienced human
rater. Faster is susceptible to variance across subjects. The ‘classification’ has been
split into ‘clustering’ in order to adhere to the traditional hard rule of categorization.
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FASTER has similar accuracy but more inferior sensitivity in the detection of REM
sleep than other methods. Again, this technique had only been tested on a total of
nine mice which is one of the shortcomings[11].
In 2014 SCOPRISM, an open-source algorithm for sleep scoring based on
automatic graphical clustering of epoch distribution, is implemented to automate
this scoring. The algorithm was validated through laboratories using data from 86
mice.

SCOPRISM’s overall precision, specificity, and sensitivity values were

comparable to those determined by human scorers.

The ratio of EEG spectral

power in the theta and delta frequency bands and the root mean square (RMS) of
the EMG signal was used to score sleep in the first step. In the second step, the
threshold of the EMG RMS was computed on a 3D surface plot corresponding to
the Wake state. Using SCOPRISM enables to replication of the main sleep and
sleep-related cardiovascular results from previous studies. Finally, the SCOPRISM
algorithm worked well on mouse and rat data in cross-laboratory studies.

It

reported 97% overall accuracy and around 86% REM sensitivity[12].
MASC is one of the most up-to-date techniques for determining the sleep stages
of mice, and it was first suggested by Suzuki et al. in 2017. MASC achieves a high
accuracy of 94.9% in scoring by employing the sleep phases of successive adjacent
epochs as attributes and using the rescoring phase for doubtful epochs. On the other
hand, according to the findings of the authors, MASC is ineffective against noise in
EEG and EMG data. Furthermore, because of the high computational cost of the
support vector machine, which is used as a scoring model, MASC is not feasible for
large-scale scoring applications[13].
SPINDLE achieves a high accuracy of 94.8%, with a CNN as the basis for feature
extraction, making it one of the most accurate scoring methods available at 2019.
They however added ”Artifact” as a new sleep stage and did not include it in the
accuracy calculation. The inclusion of “Artifact” decreases the accuracy of the model
to 88.6%. Furthermore, the quantity of training samples is insufficient to properly
train a CNN. They relied on sleep data from just 4–8 mice or rats, which was a
small sample size. Unfortunately, due to a scarcity of training data, the CNN was
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unable to detect the characteristic of individual differences or noise. As a result,
SPINDLE’s tolerance to these hits is very limited. In order to make a CNN robust
against individual variations as well as noise, it is necessary to use a CNN for feature
extraction and train it with a sufficient number of training examples[14].
To classify sleep stages in real time, Tezuka et al. built a convolutional neural
network using one channel EEG from mice and three universally accessible
characteristics in any time-series data: raw signal, spectrum, and zeitgeber time.
The researchers combined the universal characteristics with a large short-term
memory recurrent neural network in order to incorporate past knowledge from each
of the subjects they studied. It was shown that the resultant system (UTSN-L) had
an overall accuracy of 90% and an 81% multiclass Matthews Correlation Coefficient,
with especially high-quality judgments for rapid eye movement sleep, such as 91%
sensitivity and 98% specificity, being made. This method has the potential to allow
automated real-time responses during rapid eye movement sleep, which has proven
challenging to do in the past owing to the sleep’s limited quantity and brief
duration.

Furthermore,

it does away with the requirement for ordinal

pre-calibration, electromyogram recording, and manual categorization, and as a
result, it is scalable in nature. The code is open-source and includes a graphical user
interface as well as the ability to operate in a closed feedback loop, making it
readily adaptable to a broad range of end-user requirements. This model has been
trained and tasted using 214 recordings (6 hr. per recording) from 107 mice in order
to achieve competitive advantages[3].
1.7

Thesis objective

Despite the fact that multiple automated sleep scoring systems have been
developed, they are all based on limited and local datasets, with minimal testing on
data from other laboratories. Developing automatic sleep scoring systems that are
based on consensus criteria, that have been rigorously verified across many
laboratories, and that are potentially adaptable to other species would be extremely
beneficial to the sleep community. These algorithms would speed up sleep research,
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increase replicability of data by reducing subjectivity in sleep discrimination, and
could be used for sleep deprivation protocols, among other benefits.
Deep learning algorithms are now taking precedence over all of the prior
algorithms. Once again, several real-time opensource algorithms suffer from a lack
of generality because they were designed to work with a certain species in mind. It
would be extremely beneficial to have explicit and quantifiable consensus criteria to
compare and understand results across various species when comparing and
interpreting data across different species.

Disagreements in data reported by

different study teams are very certainly caused by a lack of a standard technique of
sleep analysis, which is currently unavailable.
Several genetically modified species with varied age duration are included for
the categorization in this study, and feature-based technique for scoring is used to
address the shortcomings of the currently existing methods. EEG frequency bands
power and the root mean square of EMG were used to create features. Later six
different ML models such as, linear discriminant analysis, naive bayes, decision tree, k
nearest neighbors, support vector machine and random forest were employed using the
features for a comparative study. The SCOPRISM and UTSN-L models, which are
derived from rule-based and deep learning automated scoring methods, respectively,
are the best-reported automatic scoring models. These models are tested in order to
determine how well they perform on the provided dataset. As this research includes
a variety of genetically modified mice as well as animals of varying ages, here it is
discussed how to get rid of the subjectivity of animals and the results are assessed on
an animal-by-animal basis in order to provide a more thorough analysis.
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Chapter 2 Method

2.1

Animals and housing conditions

The experimental investigation in this research was conducted in line with the
protocols authorized by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee
(IACUC) at the University of Kentucky. The experiments have been conducted on
19 adult male mice (C57BL/6; 1.5 months old; 24-29 g, Jackson Laboratory) widely
used in biomedical research strain and 9 (6 female/3 male; 7-15 months) cohort
knock-out mice which have been homo or heterozygous for three different genes:
APP (Amyloid precursor protein), PS1 (Presenilin 1), or DB (Diabetes). APP and
PS1 are Alzheimer’s-related genes (AD). One animal also experienced seizure.
These 9 mice were also C57BL/6 background strain, but all were not wild type.
Before any experimental treatment began, mice had full access to food and water
in their usual habitation cage. During habitat, baseline, and recovery, the animal
room temperature was about 23°C and relative humidity 50% ± 10%. Mice were
kept on the light/dark cycle for 14:10 hours with light on from 7 a.m. to 9 p.m.[2].
2.2

Surgical implantation and data acquisition

The Pinnacle headmount with two EEG and EMG electrodes was chronically
implanted in all animals under 2.5% isoflurane anesthesia. Figure 2.1 represents the
whole implantation procedure.

The frontal-parietal EEG was recorded using a

prefabricated headmount (8202, Pinnacle Technology, Inc, Lawrence, KS). There
were four holes bored in the frontal-parietal region matching the existing holes
inside the headmount. In order to capture muscle activity, two conventional EMG
electrodes in stainless steel were placed bilaterally into the dorsal nuchal muscle at
the midline. Immediately after the operation, mice were given an oral painkiller
(Carprofen) and returned to their cages for 7-10 days.
Pinnacle’s preamplifier (8202, Pinnacle Technology, Inc, Lawrence, KS) was used
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Figure 2.1: EEG/EMG electrodes implantation in the skull of a mouse. (A)The
stereotactic frame is holding an anesthetized mouse. (B) The head-mount location is
determined by marking Bregma and Lambda. (C)On the mouse skull, the headmount
is held in place by adhesive. (D) In order to increase conductivity, screws (EEG
electrodes) are inserted, and epoxy is placed around them. (E) EMG electrodes are
placed into the muscle. (F) Three stitches are applied to seal the surgical incision,
and dental cement is applied to the headmount to secure it in place. Image taken
from[2]
to amplify the EEG and EMG signals. It provides 100x amplification and high
pass filtering with cut-off frequencies of 0.5Hz for EEG and 10Hz for EMG. A low
torque commutator above the mouse cage connects Pinnacle’s preamplifier to the data
acquisition/conditioning system (DACS, 8206, Pinnacle Technology, Inc, Lawrence,
KS).
Before transmitting the signals to Pinnacle Sirenia acquisition software via a
USB connection for collection, the DACS performs secondary amplification and
filtering (50x amplification and low pass filtering at 100Hz for EEG and 100Hz for
EMG). The analog EEG/EMG signals were transmitted to a 400Hz sample rate
digital collection board (National Instruments USB -6210).

Along with the

EEG/EMG device, a piezoelectric motion sensor is put on the bottom of the mouse
cage to record breathing and movement patterns. A video surveillance system with
13

Figure 2.2: A 10-second frame of typical EEG1/EEG2/EMG signals, including EEG2
power spectral density, throughout the three stages of sleep: waking, NREM, and
REM. Amplitudes are expressed in units of v. Image taken from[2]
an infrared (IR) LED light was used to watch mouse behavior during the dark
period.
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2.3

Human Scoring

Although visual evaluation is subject to human bias and can vary across scorers, it
remains the ”gold-standard” method for sleep categorization. In this experiment,
data were manually classified into NREM, REM, and wake states using
computer-assisted software (SireniaTM, Pinnacle Technology) in sequential 4-second
windows of each recording based on well-established variations in EEG and EMG
requirements between vigilance states: (1) EMG activity level to distinguish sleep
from wake (2) EEG delta (0.5-4Hz) band activity (3) EEG theta (6-9Hz) band
oscillations to separate NREM from REM sleep. Epochs were rated as Wake when
EMG activity was high. When EMG activity is low and EEG delta oscillations are
prominent, epochs are classified as NREM sleep. REM sleep was defined as epochs
with a low EMG amplitude and a high theta rhythm. Occasionally, video recordings
were employed to assist in the scoring of alertness states[2]. Figure 2.2 illustrates
the waveforms of EEG and EMG signals for all three vigilance stage.
2.4

SCOPRISM method

SCOPRISM algorithm consisted of two main processes with a temporal resolution of
4 seconds. The ratio of EEG spectral power in the theta (6–9 Hz) and delta (0.5–4
Hz) frequency bands and the root mean square (RMS) of the EMG signal was used
to score sleep in the first step. In the second step, the threshold of the EMG RMS
was computed on a 3D surface plot corresponding to the Wake state. This algorithm
distinguished between Wake and sleep from the single indicator of the EMG RMS.
On the other hand, differentiation made using the scoring model between NREMS
and REMS was based on EEG ratio values of less than 0.75 or more than 1.25,
respectively. An indefinite state was given to epochs with low EMG RMS values and
an EEG ratio around unity[15].
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2.5

UTSN-L method

A CNN classification system utilizing 1 channel EEG data from mice was performed
in real-time, termed the universal time series network (UTSN). UTSN processes
together raw EEG, FFT and zeitgeber time (ZT). ZT is utilized because the
circadian rhythm regulates sleep. The CNN, FFT, and ZT output is concatenated
by a fully connected neural network (FCN) and converted into a three-dimensional
vector, which corresponds to the chances of each sleep stage.

Any denoising

preprocessor was not performed for the raw EEG data since the multi-layer CNN
architecture could function as a filter set and only collect significant information for
the grading of the sleep state. To enable the UTSN suitable for closed feedback loop
applications, the epoch window was set to 10 s, which has already been
demonstrated to be helpful for optogenetic modulation during REM. A rectified
linear unit (ReLU) activation layer and subsequent batch normalization (BN) follow
each convolution layer.

Divided into 22 bins, the 1–12 Hz region of the FFT

spectrum encompasses important oscillatory activity in delta (1–4 Hz) and theta
(6–9 Hz) bands. The softmax function transforms the output of FCN into a vector
reflecting a probability distribution in sleep phases as the task of multi-class
categorization. Finally, the argmax function gives the greatest predicted probability
to the sleep stage. Long short-term memory (LSTM) is a neural network sequence
processing that integrates past states into the categorization of existing states.
LSTM following the FCN output from the UTSN was applied to the UTSN-L
model, enabling the usage of the UTSN’s output layer.This UTSN-L model
architecture has been provided in the Figure 2.3
From 214 datasets, 192 recordings, each lasting six hours, were used for training
and validation of the created technique, while the remaining 22 recordings were used
to test the approach. Training and validation datasets were randomly divided into
182 training datasets and 10 validation sets for each of the three sets of recordings
that were used[3]. The open-source application makes use of a previously trained
model to examine a fresh dataset.
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Figure 2.3: The deep learning architecture of UTSN-L model where it takes EEG
signal and ZT as input. For the LSTM model it takes first 10 samples to predict the
final output. Image taken from[3]
Human scores were converted for 10 second epochs to implement this deep learning
method in this experiment on provided 28 animal datasets (24-hour recording) as this
open-source software designed for 10 second length. In order to convert the human
scorers into 10-second sleep stages, it was prudent to transform five 4-second epochs at
a time into two 10-second time intervals. When any two four-second epochs from the
first three or final three four-second epochs were classified as the same sleep stages,
the whole ten-second epoch is tagged as the same sleep stages as well, regardless
of when they occurred. If the first three and final three epochs from the five 4
second epochs are defined as separate sleep stages, then the score of the first and
fourth epochs is adapted to reflect the different sleep stages specified. It is found
that about 1of all epochs must be taken into account in this manner. Even though
the information was captured at 400Hz, the application was intended to operate at
128Hz. The dataset was downscaled to 128 Hz in order to accustom with the software
specification[3]. The information about the timestamp is likewise produced for the
same purpose. Because this program was unable to handle a 24-hour dataset at the
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same time, 12-hour information was entered into the application in order to get the
sleep stage categorization result. It was subsequently decided to combine the two
12-hour score files into a single complete score file for each subject.
2.6

Signal pre-processing and feature extraction

The goal was to compare the ability of deep learning and rule-based models to identify
vigilant state of mice based on EEG and EMG features. To identify the sleep stages
of mice, four different EEG feature sets were adopted which were detailed in [16,
17, 18, 19] articles, along with RMS of EMG as a feature. This four set of spectral
EEG features are formed from different combination of EEG frequency bands that
are specified on those article.
An instance of a band-stop filter with a small bandwidth and high-quality factor
is a notch filter. It only eliminates a small frequency range, leaving the remainder of
the spectrum unaffected by the rejection. In both the EMG and EEG channels, a 60
Hz notch filter with 30 quality factor was implemented to eliminate power inference.
A bandpass filter is a kind of filter that transmits frequencies within a specific range
while attenuating frequencies outside of that range. A perfect bandpass filter might
have a passband that was entirely flat. In reality, there is no perfect bandpass filter.
The filter does not fully suppress all frequencies outside of the intended frequency
range, but it does so to a significant degree. The filter roll-off is the term used to
describe this process. Generally speaking, while designing a filter, the goal is to keep
the roll-off as small as feasible, enabling the filter to operate as near as possible to its
original design specifications. The Butterworth filter has a frequency response that is
generally flat in the passband and drops off towards zero in the stopband. Since the
Butterworth filter seems to have a slower roll-off, it will need a higher order in order
to qualify a given stopband requirement. Here, EEG and EMG data were bandpass
filtered with the help of a Butterworth bandpass filter of 4th order, at 0.5-60 Hz
and 40-100 Hz, respectively. EEG and EMG data were bandpass filtered using a
distinct band to reduce frequency band inference in major bands if it existed. Then,
in 4-second epochs, the EEG/EMG data was examined. EEG frequency bands and
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the root mean square of EMG were used to create features. The RMS value of the
4 second window was used to standardize each EEG epoch. The spectral power is
obtained from the DFT of the four second windowed section. The N-point DFT of a
pattern is now referred as

X (fk ) =

N
−1
X

x[n] exp (−j2πfk n)

(2.1)

n=0

Generally, in practical circumstances, the squared magnitude of the signal’s DFT
was used as an approximation of the signal’s Power. Power of the signal can be
addressed as
N −1
1 X
P (fk ) =
x[n] exp (−j2πfk n)
N n=0

2

(2.2)

Later power for each EEG band was estimated by integrating Power spectrum.
Using these power band EEG features were computed and correlation among the
features were checked. Figure 2.4 illustrates the correlation plot of the features. This
feature correlation plot explains the link between different features in the dataset. The
first four traits are closely connected since they are all formed utilizing the delta band.
The fifth and sixth features have a significant negative relationship with the first four
features because the placement of the delta band is altered when those features are
formed. The feature derived from the EMG signal has no obvious correlation with
the EEG characteristics.
2.7

Performance evaluation

The Confusion Matrix is indeed a performance assessment for a machine learning
classification task in which the output may be divided into two or more categories. A
table with four distinct combinations of anticipated and actual values may be found
in the confusion matrix. Recall, precision, and accuracy are all very helpful during
evaluation. As shown in Figure 3.1, a simple confusion matrix is constructed using
true positive (TP), true negative (TN), false positive (FP), and false negative (FN)
which are the four terms that are used to calculate the above-mentioned metrics.
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Figure 2.4: Computation of the Correlation among features
When a forecast is positive and accurate, it is referred to be true positive. When a
forecast is negative and it comes true, the term true negative is used. When a forecast
is positive, but the prediction is incorrect, it is referred to be false positive. FP is
often referred to as a type 1 error. When a forecast is negative, but it is incorrect, it
is said to be false negative. A type 2 mistake is considered to be the case here.
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Figure 2.5: Confusion matrix terminology
In the case of imbalanced classes, the use of a raw confusion matrix implicitly
implies that the relative significance of properly identifying a class is exactly
proportionate to the frequency with which it occurs. In the case of sleep staging,
this is not a good thing. It is critical to use a normalized confusion matrix that
assigns equal weight to each class in order to minimize the detrimental impacts of
imbalanced classes on classification performance assessment. Normalized confusion
matrix This may be accomplished by dividing each row of the confusion matrix by
the sum of the rows in the confusion matrix.
2.8

Training and test set selection

The number of REM sleep stage epochs was approximately 6%, whereas the numbers
of Wake and NREM epochs were around 53% and 41%, respectively. As a result,
unless suitable modifications were made, the classification system could not perform
properly with this imbalanced dataset. To solve this problem, prior class probability
was set, but it could not help the model performing well. Later a separate subset
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of the dataset was formed from the main dataset’s features, with an equal amount
of Wake, REM, and NREM sleep stages of 28 test animals. This balanced dataset
was normalized before being utilized in further investigation. The following LDA
evaluation for the dataset can better describe the whole process.
Initially, the LDA technique was used to classify the whole dataset. To evaluate
the competence of this model on new data, five-fold cross-validation was performed,
and mean and standard deviation were generated. A standard deviation of 0.1%
was obtained by using the least square solution and the auto shrinkage option in
this LDA model. The accuracy was about 83.4%. It seems that this model failed
to anticipate REM phases correctly, as shown by the calculated confusion matrix in
Figure 2.6, which shows that the recall of REM stages is about 39.78%. As a result,
the prior class probability for the same LDA model was established later on, and
classification was carried out, in the same way, using five-fold cross-validation for the
whole dataset in the same fashion. Figure 2.7 depicts the outcome of this experiment.
Despite the fact that overall performance was the same as the previous computation,

Figure 2.6: Confusion matrix for LDA model with full dataset
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Figure 2.7: Confusion matrix for LDA model with prior probability settings and full
dataset
a little improvement in REM stage recall is seen, with a recall rate of about 38.84%.
In light of the above explanation, it can be concluded that, unless suitable
modifications were made, the classification system could not perform properly with
this imbalanced dataset. To solve this problem, a subset of the dataset was formed
with an equal amount of Wake, REM, and NREM sleep stages for each animal’s
feature.

It is discovered from Figure 2.8 that the overall accuracy of the

classification with the balanced dataset is lower which is 77.4% with a standard
deviation of 0.2%, compared to the previous classification. In this analysis, the
recall for this model in REM stage classification is about 73.5%, which indicates
that it was a better option in terms of dataset preparation than other models. This
well-balanced dataset will be utilized for further investigation after normalization.
The features from the balanced dataset were employed in six different machine
learning approaches such as LDA, NB, DT, KNN, SVM and RF. To evaluate the
competence of this model on new data, five-fold cross-validation was performed, and
mean and standard deviation were generated to provide a clearer understanding of
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Figure 2.8: Confusion matrix for LDA model with balanced class dataset
the algorithm’s performance.
2.9

Accuracy

The most straightforward way to assess the effectiveness of a classifiers is to look at
the proportion of properly recognized classes, often known as accuracy. The accuracy
of a classification system is defined as the number of instances properly identified as
belonging to or not belonging to a class when compared to all of the examples in the
dataset. It is calculated by:

Accuracy =

TP + TN
TP + TN
=
P+N
TP + TN + FN + FP

(2.3)

Unfortunately, if the distribution of the classes is uneven, it will not be able
to accurately reflect the data. While classification information is required in the
vigilance stage to deal with imbalance classes, and because REM stage classification
only accounts for about 5% of the dataset, it is critical to have that classification
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information. It is clear that such a test does not make any sense, even if the accuracy
would be close to 100%, and that it did not perform well when it came to identification
of the REM stage.
2.10

Recall and Precision

The recall and precision of binary classifiers are the two most often used performance
metrics. The recall of positive instances is defined as the ratio of properly recognized
positive examples (true positives, TP) to the total amount of positively identified
examples (P). It is referred to as sensitivity, true positive rate (TPR), or likelihood
of detection in other contexts. Recall can be computed by

Recall =

TP
TP
=
P
TP + FN

(2.4)

Precision is another important metric to consider. Precision can be defined as the
proportion of genuine positive occurrences among all data that has been categorized
as positive. Equation for precision computation is given below:

Precision =
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TP
TP + FP

(2.5)

Chapter 3 Result

This chapter examines the disagreement between the two human scorers for the
vigilance stages of animals. The repeatability of two published SCOPRISM and
UTSN-L models are checked with an independent dataset. The same dataset is
combined with machine learning models to score the stages of sleep that exhibit
repeated results and finally get the best out of the models, with the feature set
being normalized according to the animals involved.

In a subsequent step, the

scorer disagreement, SCOPRISM model, UTSN-L model, and machine learning
models are thoroughly evaluated.
3.1

Human Scorer decision agreement

All datasets used here are scored by two expert human scorers. Here Bland-Altman
statistics have been utilized to determine the agreement between scorers as it is
prudent to not accept any of the scorers as ground truth. Bland–Altman statistics
is a graphical approach to represent the difference scores of two metrics across the
mean for each scorer. From then Bland-Altman agreement between two scorers for
all three sleep phases on each animal is tested and a boxplot is provided in Figure
3.1 for the wake stage 97% agreement with 3% standard deviation is discovered and
96% agreement with 4% standard deviation is found for NREM stage. But for REM
stage general agreement between two scorers are not as satisfactory as the other two
vigilance stage. Here 82% overall agreement is discovered for this stage with a 17%
standard deviation.
The three boxplots in Figure-1 represent the Bland-Altman agreement between
two scorers for three vigilance stages. The boxplot of wake stage agreement between
two scorers depicts an evenly distributed distribution of agreement in which the mean
and median are nearly equal and the maximum and minimum of the agreement also
satisfy the interquartile range criteria, which are not met by the overall and NREM
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Figure 3.1: Boxplot for Bland-Altman agreement between both scorers for all three
vigilance stages
agreement boxplots. That is why a few points are identified as outliers outside the
boxplot. The boxplot for REM stage agreement displays a wide range from 45% to
100% agreement, whereas other agreements range is from 90% to 100% agreement,
indicating that two scorers have a significant degree of difference about REM stage
classification. The interquartile range is likewise rather wide for this REM stage
agreement, which explains why there are no outliers in the boxplot for this stage.
The median value for REM stage agreement is around 90%, which indicates that out
of 28 animal datasets, REM stage agreement is somewhere between 90% to 45% for
14 animals.
3.2

SCOPRISM algorithm evaluation:

The SCOPRISM algorithm has a mean accuracy of 76.1% when it has been validated
against the first human scorer sleep stage decision for all the datasets used and 75.1%
for the second scorer. Figure 3.2 illustrates the overall confusion matrix for the result
of two scorers for SCOPRISM model where all 28-animal datasets are involved. The
precision and recall for each sleep stage, as well as the overall accuracy for the method,
are reported in Table 3.1 for both scorers. It achieves a Wake, NREM, and REM stage
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Figure 3.2: Confusion matrix for SCOPRISM algorithm for sleep stage detection for
all 28 animals. Left side figure reflects the outcomes when first human scorer is used
as a true label and the right-side figure represents the second human scorer as true
label.
recall around 80%, 71%, and 62% respectively for the first scorer and around 79%,
70%, and 65% accordingly for the second scorer. This algorithm performs the best in
terms of Wake stage classification. The table reveals that the precision of the wake
stage is the best of the three. That means that when it predicts wake, it is correct
85% of the time in its prediction taking the first scorer as a true label. It is 84%
accurate in predicting NREM, indicating that it is actually NREM when it predicts
NREM. The majority of misclassifications occur between the stages Wake-NREM
and Wake-REM (approximately 23%) and Stage REM-NREM (approximately 15%).
The same algorithm is also checked for the second set of human scorer decision labels
which shows almost similar results in Figure 3.2, but a little improvement in REM
stage detection.
However, even though all 28 animals have undergone evolution, Figure 3.3 shows
the confusion matrix for the specific animals with the lowest (a) and best (b)
outcomes. The appendix contains all of the findings for the 28 animals. In this
investigation, it is found that SCOPRISM indicates the lowest overall result for
different animal but same genetic type animal when it is validated against both
scorers. The overall accuracy was around 49.9% and 48.3% when validated against
the first human scorer and second human scorer respectively. The wild mouse used
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Accuracy

SCOPRISM

UTSN-L

76.1/75.1

77.1/77.0

Wake
Precision

85/86

82/83

Recall

80/79

72/71

NREM
Precision

84/83

75/75

Recall

71/70

83/83

REM
Precision

67/60

81/77

Recall

62/65

68/74

Table 3.1: Prediction performance of SCOPRISM and UTSN-L model for
wakefulness, NREM, REM stages.Result for both scorers are presented here.
for scoring is from the C57BL/6 strain and lower age group.

From Figure 3.3

part-a.it is observed that, for first scorer true label, SCOPRISM algorithm failed to
anticipate the threshold of the EMG RMS, that is why all vigilance stages are
detected as wake stage. Figure 3.3 part-a shows around 99.5% wake stage recall
with around 47% precision for this stage.NREM stage recall, and REM stage recall
for this subject is less than 15% when validated against first set of human scorer
labels.Figure 3.3 part-a also shows for second set of human scorer labels almost
opposite things happens for another subject. In that case NREM stage (99.2%) and
REM stage (81.4%) recall rate is sufficiently high but only 3% wake stage recall
found for this subject. For this subject almost all wake stage are scored as NREM
stage.
SCOPRISM achieves best overall accuracy for two different animals when decision
is compared with the two scorers. This animal is also from the same C57BL/6 strain.
Overall accuracy reported as 92% and 90.7% respectively with two different true
labels. Additionally, this animal is of the same biological genetic kind. According to
Figure 3.3 part-b, this animal has a recall rate of more than 88.5% for the wake stage
and more than 96.5% for NREM. The SCOPRSIM model performs virtually identical
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a

b
Figure 3.3: Confusion matrix for animal wise evaluation of SCOPRISM algorithm.
SCOPRISM evaluated for all 28 animals but three animals with overall lowest (a),
best (b) result are represented here. Left side figure reflects the outcomes when first
human scorer is used as a true label and the right-side figure represents the second
human scorer as true label.
to the primary result given in their study and even better for REM sensitivity (84%
and 86.5%), which is claimed to be about 87%. For this subject SCOPRISM method
not only shows better performance for the overall accuracy but also reported higher
recall for all vigilance stages.
Figure 3.4 illustrates the complete picture of the SCOPRISM algorithm for both
sets of scorers for all 28 animals. It exhibits a similar pattern for both scorers with
around 76% overall accuracy and a standard deviation of 12% across animals for
first scorer. It demonstrates a broad range of agreement between the algorithm and
the scorer for the Wake stage. Within these three sleep stages, the SCOPRISM
method detects Wake stages with a higher mean accuracy with 80% and a standard
deviation of 25%. Second scorer results show the same pattern. As seen in Figure 3.4,
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Figure 3.4: Boxplot for agreement between two scorers and SCOPRSIM algorithm.
Left side figure illustrates the results using first scorer as true label whereas right side
figure utilized second scorer as true label.

Figure 3.5: Confusion matrix for UTSN-L algorithm for sleep stage detection for all
28 animals. Left side figure reflects the outcomes when first human scorer is used as a
true label and the right-side figure represents the second human scorer as true label.
the median is greater than the mean for all stages, indicating that the SCOPRISM
technique is more effective in identifying the all vigilance stages in more than 50% of
the total 28 animals.
3.3

UTSN-L algorithm evaluation

The deep learning method performs marginally better than the SCOPRISM
algorithm, which achieved an overall classification accuracy of approximately 77.1%
and 77% for classification against first scorer and second scorer respectively. The
entire 28 animal dataset is scored using the trained model of UTSN-L. When
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compared to the constraints, it performs admirably and in Figure 3.5 confusion
matrix for both scorers have been displayed for this algorithm. For all sleep stages,
it achieves greater than 71% in both precision and recall other than REM recall for
first scorer. Despite the fact that UTSN-L performs significantly better than the
previous algorithm, it misclassifies approximately 25% of wake stages as NREM and
15% of NREM stages as wake stages when it takes first scorer labels as true labels.
Additionally, it demonstrates a significant mistake rate for the REM stage
categorization. According to this method, 14.8% of the REM stage is classified as
Wake and 17.4% of the REM stage is classified as NREM. Same algorithm is also
checked for second set of human scorer decision labels where the mean accuracy for
the algorithm was 75.1%. Same algorithm was also check for second set of human
scorer decision labels which shows similar result, but this algorithm shows better
recall with second scorer during REM stage detection.
UTSN-L reported around 90% overall accuracy with 91% recall and 98%
precision for REM stage detection in their study.

Overall evaluation cannot

represent the overall shortcomings of this method.

That is why animal wise

evaluation is also conducted here to check UTSN-L can reproduce same kind of
result in this investigation for any animal.
In this investigation it is found that, UTSN-L indicate best, lowest and unfailing
result for all three vigilance stage detection overall result for the same animal when
compared with both human scorers. Despite the fact that analysis is taking place
for all 28 animals, Figure 3.6 depicts the confusion matrix for the animals with the
lowest (a), best (b), and most steady (c) outcomes for detecting all vigilance stages.
All results are provided in the appendix section. The lowest overall accuracy was
around 42.3% and 42.1% when validated against first human scorer and second human
scorer respectively. The mice used for scoring is from C57BL/6 strain with genetically
modified with APP, PS1 and DB gene and in higher age group. Confusion matrix
for this animal was provided in the Figure 3.6 part a. It is observed from Figure 3.6
part a that for UTSN-L algorithm completely failed to anticipate the wake and REM
stage from the EEG and EMG of mice along with time information as this method
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a

b

c
Figure 3.6: Confusion matrix for animal wise evaluation of UTSN-L algorithm.
UTSN-L evaluated for all 28 animals but three animals with overall lowest (a), best
(b) and steady (c) result for all three vigilance are represented here. Left side figure
reflects the outcomes when first human scorer is used as a true label and the right-side
figure represents the second human scorer as true label.
rely on it for ZT feature to predict sleep stage prediction. Only 17% and 20% recall
found for these two sleep stages.
UTSN-L achieves consistency for predicting vigilance stage for an animal which
is from the WT type C57BL/6 strain with lower age group. This result reported
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for both scorer in Figure 3.6 part-b. Overall accuracy reported as 93.8% and 92.5%
respectively with two different true labels. Form Figure 3.6 part-b it can be said that
though it worked well for all three stage correctly as the recall the more than 90%
for all three stages. Precision for REM stage is around 80% but it is also in higher
side for all.
UTSN-L showed 93.9% overall accuracy when compared with second human scorer
file and 94.2% for first human scorer, which is the highest accuracy reported for this
method. This animal is also from same WT type C57BL/6 genetic type and lower
age group. The confusion matrix is provided in Figure 3.6 part c. The recall reported
for this animal is more than 92.8% for wake stage and more than 97.2% for NREM
and above 80.9% for REM. UTSN-L model works even better than the main reported
result in their study when we take overall accuracy into account and similar result
for REM sensitivity.
As seen in Figure 3.7, the UTSN-L approach is very consistent for both scorers
with 77% overall accuracy but appears to follow the second set of scorers for REM
stage detection. This technique does not identify NREM stages as efficiently as the
SCOPRISM method but excels at detecting the wake stages. The standard deviation
of REM stage follows the human agreement also.

Figure 3.7: Boxplot for agreement between two scorers and UTSN-L algorithm. Left
side figure illustrates the results using first scorer as true label whereas right side
figure utilized second scorer as true label.
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3.4

Feature based machine learning method evaluation

Using the EEG and EMG of the animals six different machine learning method are
employed following the setup which is already documented in the method section.
Outcome of these six machine approach NB, DT, LDA, KNN, SVM and RF are
reported in the Table 3.2. From there It can be found that NB couldn’t outperform
the previous two methods in terms of accuracy. As shown in the Table 3.2, the random
forest classifier achieves the highest overall classification accuracy with an average of
84.7% in fivefold cross validation, while maintaining the lowest standard deviation
of 0.2%. Precision and recall are consistently higher than 80% for all three vigilance
stages, and they are consistent across all three stages. The NREM stage is the most
accurately classified sleep stage, with approximately 88% precision and 90% recall
of NREM stage epochs correctly classified, according to the study. In the following
stages, the recall of epochs correctly classified for each stage is approximately 80%
and 84% for the wake and REM stages, respectively. REM was incorrectly classified
as Wake for the majority of the time; the same characteristic has been discovered
for the wake stage as well, which can be justified by the similarity in characteristic
frequency patterns between these stages. On the other hand, misclassification rates
for the remaining stages were around 8% or less, as demonstrated by the findings.
Though the random forest model has the highest recall for the wake and REM stages,
both naive bayes and support vector machine models have the most recall for NREM
stage classification with 91% recall.
The process of finding result for SCOPRISM and UTSN-L are different (one is
rule based method and another one is deep learning method) than this vigilance stage
classification using feature-based machine learning approach. So based on this overall
finding is it hard to comment on the previous two studies. That is why animal wise
evaluation is also performed. In each animal dataset one vs all method is followed
where equal number of REM, NREM and Wake stage data are gathered randomly to
train the random forest model. Later this model tested with full 24-hour dataset of
an animal.
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Accuracy

NB

DT

LDA

KNN

SVM

RF

75.5±1.4

78.04±0.3

80.2±0.3

81.8±0.2

83.0±0.2

84.7±0.2

Wake
Precision

68

75

82

78

82

84

Recall

71

75

72

78

77

80

NREM
Precision

77

84

79

87

86

88

Recall

91

83

90

87

91

90

REM
Precision

83

76

80

80

81

82

Recall

65

76

79

79

81

84

Table 3.2: Prediction performance of NB, LDA, DT, KNN, SVM and RF for
wakefulness, NREM, REM stages.
Figure 3.8 shows that, despite an overall increase in mean accuracy of 79% and
a reduced standard deviation of 10%, it still falls short when it comes to REM stage
categorization. In terms of the overall classification outcome, this also demonstrates
a nearly identical level of performance with the prior two models. According to the
results of the study, there are some parallels between the UTSN-L model and this
random forest model. Despite the fact that the animals are not the same, both models
predict the highest overall accuracy for younger age group mice and the lowest overall

Figure 3.8: Boxplot for scoring result for each animal using random forest algorithm.
Left side figure illustrates the results using first scorer as true label whereas right side
figure utilized second scorer as true label.
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accuracy for the older age group with APP, PS1, and DB gene influenced mice. All
of the findings are included in the appendix section and confusion matrix lowest and
best results are provided in Figure 3.9.

a

b
Figure 3.9: Confusion matrix for animal wise evaluation of random forest (RF)
algorithm. RF evaluated for all 28 animals but two animals with overall lowest
(a) and best (b) result are represented here. Left side figure illustrates the results
using first scorer as true label whereas right side figure utilized second scorer as true
label.
Figure 3.9 part-a shows that the detection of the Wake stage in mice of a higher
age group has an impact on the overall categorization for the mice of that age group.
The agreement between the scorers was determined to be 100%, which is why the
identical confusion matrix is discovered for this mouse. The model has correctly
identified the majority of the waking stage as the REM state. For part-b of the
Figure 3.9, the highest overall accuracy is 91.3%, and REM sensitivity is likewise
about 80% for this animal. When second scorer labels are utilized as genuine labels
for the same animal, the total accuracy is around 89.8%, with a REM stage recall
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rate of approximately 58%. For the same sort of animal, the highest reported second
scorer’s total accuracy is around 90.1%. The confusion matrix in Figure 3.9 part
b demonstrates that, despite the fact that this model obtains the highest overall
accuracy for this animal in terms of REM sensitivity performance this model fails.
3.5

Animal wise feature normalization and machine learning method
evaluation

Subjectivity affects UTSN-L and feature-based machine learning techniques,
according to the animal-by-animal basis study from previous models. Deep learning
or machine learning approaches cannot help get rid of subjectivity since
Standardization techniques have been applied to the entire population of data or in
batches.

Subjectivity-related variations in the distribution of features can be

eliminated through a standardization process across test animals[20].This approach
standardizes the features for each animal that are formed from the EMG and EEG
data so that the mean becomes zero and scaled variance to unity. Following the
initial setup, six distinct machine learning approaches are then applied. It is shown

Accuracy

NB

DT

LDA

KNN

SVM

RF

83.4±0.6

86.0±0.2

87.8±0.2

88.6±0.2

89.8±0.2

90.8±0.1

Wake
Precision

80

87

95

89

93

93

Recall

84

87

82

89

89

90

NREM
Precision

82

86

83

89

88

90

Recall

92

86

92

89

91

92

REM
Precision

89

85

86

88

88

90

Recall

74

85

89

88

89

90

Table 3.3: Prediction performance of NB, LDA, DT, KNN, SVM and RF for
wakefulness, NREM, REM stages after animal feature normalization.
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in Table 3.3 how each of the six machine learning techniques, including NB, DT,
LDA, KNN, SVM, and RF performed in this case study. All models exceed the
SCOPRISM and UTSN-L approaches in terms of accuracy and, as shown in Table
3.3, the random forest classifier obtains the highest overall classification accuracy
with an average of 90.8% in fivefold cross-validation while retaining the lowest
standard deviation of 0.1%. For all three vigilance stages, precision and recall are
consistently greater than 90%, and they remain consistent throughout. According
to the analysis, the NREM stage has the highest precision and recall of NREM
stage epochs, with 90% precision and 92% recall.

The recall rate for correctly

categorize epochs is around 90% for both the wake and REM stages.
An animal-by-animal review is also carried out in order to check for subjectivity.
The one vs all technique is also used in this case, in which an equal amount of REM,
NREM, and waking stage data were randomly collected and used to train the random
forest model in the first place. Later on, this model is put to the test on a real animal
using a 24-hour dataset. However, in this approach, features from individual animals
are normalized beforehand, before being randomly collected.
The boxplot in Figure3.10 indicates that the overall mean accuracy increased to
87% as a consequence of the modification, and the standard deviation was lowered
to 5% as well. This method performs nearly as competently as a human scorer in
detecting all three attentiveness stages. When measured by the first group of human

Figure 3.10: Boxplot for scoring result for each animal using random forest algorithm
after animalwise feature normalization. Left side figure illustrates the results using
first scorer as true label whereas right side figure utilized second scorer as true label.
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scorers, REM sensitivity is about 81% with an 11% standard deviation, and 85% with
a 9% standard deviation when measured by the second set of human scorers. There
are no significant differences in detection of wake and NREM stages between the two
groups of scorers. In terms of vigilance stage detection, this model mimics the human
model.
With the first set of scorer labels, this model predicts the best overall accuracy
of 92.3% and lowest overall accuracy of 68.5% for the older age group with APP,
PS1, and DB gene-influenced mice, and with the second set of scorer labels, it shows
lowest overall accuracy of 68.2% for the same animal but highest overall accuracy
of 91.0% for younger animals. The appendix section has a complete list of findings.
Figure3.11 part a, shows that the identification of the NREM stage has an impact on

a

b
Figure 3.11: Confusion matrix for animal wise evaluation of random forest algorithm
which incorporated with animal wise normalized features. RF evaluated for all 28
animals but two animals with overall lowest (a) and best (b) result are represented
here. Left side figure illustrates the results using first scorer as true label whereas
right side figure utilized second scorer as true label.
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the overall categorization for this mouse for the lowest classification result. For this
animal, around 35% of the NREM stage has been classified as the REM stage. That
very same mouse also has the lowest UTSN-L score.
As shown in part-b of the Figure3.11, for the same type of animal the highest
overall accuracy (92.3%), the highest REM sensitivity (92%), and both human
agreements (94%), are all comparable to the results obtained using this approach.
Using accurate labels from the second scorer for the same animal, total accuracy is
approximately 90.8% with REM stage recall of around 96%, which is similar to the
first scorer result. But the best overall accuracy found for the second scorer is
around 91.0% for the lower age group animal, for which the first scorer labels give
around 89.7% overall accuracy with 52% REM sensitivity, and the second scorer
labels give around 91.0% overall accuracy with 72% REM sensitivity. It can be seen
from the confusion matrix in figure-11 part-b that, despite the fact that this model
obtains the highest overall accuracy for the second set of scoring labels, it does not
do well in the REM sensitivity test. However, during the evaluation of the model, it
is discovered that for this animal, REM agreement between both scorers is about
58%, indicating that the model performed well when taking human scorer
agreement into consideration.
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Chapter 4 Discussion

For the purpose of this study, two previously published methods are explored.
SCOPRISM reported 97% overall accuracy and 86% REM sensitivity in their
literature[12] tested with 86 animals and stated inter-laboratory validation, whereas
the UTSN-L method reported 91% overall accuracy and 90% REM sensitivity for
107 mice involved[3].

The result section evaluated with independent 28 animal

datasets help find the shortcomings of the two models to reproduce the same results.
4.1

SCOPRISM

According to the SCOPRISM technique, a significant percentage of the Wake stage
is classified as NREM and REM and vice versa, as noticed in the confusion matrix
Figure 3.3 part a. In the case of SCOPRISM, it is feasible that the algorithm fails
to detect the EMG RMS cut-off value for the waking stage, despite the fact that
the waking stage is totally dependent on it. This is a significant weakness in the
algorithm. Any flaws in the EMG signal performance render this method completely
insecure. Without the low count of the REM stage recall, the REM precision for
this method is also located on the bottom side of the curve. In accordance with
the vigilance state, this approach predicts that the EMG density should have three
significant peaks, which was not the case in all datasets. In other words, anytime
the EMG signal has more than three peaks, this algorithm is unable to duplicate the
results that were obtained in their research.
The SCOPRISM algorithm created the entire process by splitting the stages of
vigilance into wake and sleep. Figure 3.3 part a shows that SCOPRISM delivered
the least accurate result for this subject against first scorer labels . There is an
option of modification in the SCOPRISM where it can be preset that the normalized
EMG signal will have two significant EMG peaks. When this criterion is used in the
scoring process, it aids in the correction of the automatic scoring process and provides
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Figure 4.1: Improved Confusion matrix after SCOPRISM algorithm modification for
lowest accurate scored animal
a higher scoring result with an overall accuracy of 90.4%. The confusion matrix in
Figure 4.1 demonstrates that the REM sensitivity is also higher in this scenario, at
94.6%. When comparing the previous result from the result section with Figure 3.3
part a, it can be seen that the SCOPRISM system’s modification reduced wake stage
detecting recall.
Though adjusting the SCOPRISM algorithm improves a subject’s results, it
cannot be considered a good technique based on a single animal. The effect of this
change must be confirmed across all test animals. Figure 4.2 illustrates the entire
confusion matrix.

In the result section, it exhibits greater detection ability for

NREM and REM stages with higher recall values than the previously employed
SCOPRISM approach, however the wake recall has decreased. The SCOPRISM
approach appears to aid in the detection of waking stages.
The boxplot in Figure 4.3 shows the results for all test animal of this strategy.
Overall accuracy remained the same after the modification, but NREM recall
improved significantly, with roughly 91% for the first human scorer set and 90% for
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Figure 4.2: Confusion matrix after SCOPRISM algorithm modification for 28 animals
the second scorer set.

This method reduced wake recall.

After adjusting the

SCOPRISM approach, REM stage recall improves as well. The standard deviation
between SCOPRISM algorithm and human scorers is also reduced in this method.
It appears that adjusting the SCOPRISM approach only aids in the identification of
NREM and REM stages.

Figure 4.3: Boxplot for agreement between two scorers and modified SCOPRSIM
algorithm. Left side figure illustrates the results using first scorer as true label whereas
right side figure utilized second scorer as true label
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Figure 4.4: Confusion matrix after SCOPRISM algorithm modification for previously
highest accurate scored animal
According to Figure 4.3, adjusting the SCOPRISM approach did not assist
improve overall results for all test animals. That is, it improves NREM and REM
stage identification while lowering the possibility of detecting the Wake stage.
According to the Figure 3.3 part b of the result, this subject received a 92% overall
scoring result with 84% rem sensitivity for first scorer true label. However, after
adjusting the SCOPRISM algorithm for this subject, the total accuracy fell to
roughly 77.3%. The updated model’s confusion matrix is shown in Figure 4.4. After
the change, the wake stage recalls reduced from 89.9% to 65.8%. NREM stage recall
has increased marginally from 98.3% to 98.7%.

There was also no significant

difference in REM stage sensitivity. The corrected REM recall for this subject is
84.4%, although 84% REM recall was reported in the result section in Figure 3.3
part b.
Tables A1 and A2 in the appendix section provided all of the SCOPRISM model
findings for 28 animals for both scores. The first 19 mice are control mice, while the
following 9 are genetically mutated mice. The SCOPRSIM results indicate that the
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mutant mice did not provide a different result which may indicate the significance of
the mutation. For controlled mice, it reported the lowest and highest results. Even
for some of the genetically engineered mice, the findings are good, indicating that
signal accusation and inter-mouse variability can be a substantial impact in vigilance
stage detection.
4.2

UTSN-L

The deep learning approach could not learn new features from the low count data
for a new species which is a major flaw of it. As nine animals are included with
varying levels of gene alteration, UTSN-L approach could not act as a good method
for those animals. For these nine animals this method fails to classify comparable
results for six subjects. Furthermore, according to prior research, an animal’s age has
a direct impact on their sleep pattern as well as the frequency of their theta peak[8].
Both models fail to reproduce the same outcomes, which can be a significant issue.
SCOPRISM, on the other hand, demonstrates that lower age group mice have the
lowest overall accuracy. This implies that this technique is not only impacted by
this aspect, but they also have trouble determining an EMG cutoff point for various
reasons. In this study, the UTSN-L approach and the feature-based method explored
here outperform the SCOPRISM method because they do not rely exclusively on the
EMG signal to assess the vigilance states.
However, UTSN-L also has the capability of directly altering vigilance state based
on EMG signal; but even so, this only occurs when the EMG RMS of a 10 second
period is reported to be higher, but the state was categorized otherwise. Actually
by the modification, other features to categorize the waking stage are bypassed. The
results are evaluated here to see how well this model performs without this feature.
Figure 4.5 depicts the model’s ultimate result after 28 animals were tested. When
comparing this result to Figure 3.7, there is no difference between the two approaches.
This suggests that the scoring procedure of the vigilance stage based on the EMG
signal did not need to be changed in this UTSN-L.
This approach also includes a preliminary assessment of the brain state. Yet,
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it considers ZT as a feature, which results in a bias in the detection process. As
previously stated, a timeframe for a vigilant state has been hypothesized in this
feature. Consequently, any animals suffering from a sleep disorder are particularly
sensitive to this technique. According to the findings of a previous study, the APP,
PS1, and DB genes have a direct impact on the condition of sleep[21]. Furthermore,
mice suffering from seizures can be found in our dataset. Consequently, these factors
point to the potential disadvantages of the new UTSN-L technique. One of the
animals utilized in this investigation had a REM stage count of less than one percent.
This UTSN-L technique was completely ineffective in predicting the sleep phases of
that mice which is found in the Figure 3.6 part a confusion matrix. In fact, it recorded
the lowest ever scoring result for this subject across all methodologies that had been
used to this subject to date. This mouse might be suffering from a sleep problem,
since it is from the CL57/6 strain with the APP, PS1, and DB genes added, as well
as being from an older age group. The memory unit attempts to classify sleep state
sequences that may be less robust over variations in genes.
For this type of research, the setting of the experiments was always a significant
challenge. The reason for this is that cross-laboratory validation does not always
provide the same results, which is a significant limitation of sleep research. However,
the focus of this work is on determining what the limitations of the cross-lab approach
are and how they may be addressed. Animal-wise research reveals that the previously

Figure 4.5: Boxplot for agreement between two scorers and UTSN-L algorithm
without modifying vigilance state based on EMG signal. Left side figure illustrates
the results using first scorer as true label whereas right side figure utilized second
scorer as true label
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published models are entirely based on homogeneous animal subjects, which is in
accordance with the findings of the study. There may be differences in brain activity
even among members of the same species of animals. As a result, different set of
animals need be trained how to use this approach. As a result, both approaches were
insufficiently generalized.
4.3

Feature significance

When using the feature-based technique, different EEG characteristics depending on
sleep phases were employed, which helped to improve the accuracy of the scoring and
the overall accuracy. Once again, concentrating on a certain channel or feature will
have little effect on the outcome. Detailed illustrations of all features, as well as their
feature significance, may be seen in Figure 4.6 and 4.7.
In this investigation, two distinct species were employed. The relevance of each
characteristic is verified independently to identify the most essential features for the
scoring procedure, as shown in Figure 4.6 and 4.7. A random forest regressor was

Figure 4.6: Feature importance check for C57BL/6J wide type mice
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Figure 4.7: Feature importance check for C57BL/6J aged mice with APP (Amyloid
precursor protein), PS1 (Presenilin 1), or DB (Diabetes) gene modification.
used to calculate the feature significance. A trained random forest regressor model
is required. This approach will shuffle each feature at random and calculate the
difference in the model’s performance. The features that have the maximum influence
on performance are the ones to pay attention to. Figure 4.6 and 4.7 show that the
first three key features for both types of mice are in the same order, then there are
differences for the following five features, and the least important features are the
same for both species.
From there, it can be said that, while the three basic characteristics for scoring
are the same for both species with distinct age ranges, but some discrepancies are
observed also between the two species. Furthermore, depending on the animal species,
certain characteristics of the Feature based technique were seen to operate differently,
but generally, the method performed well due to the presence of effective features.
Animalwise feature normalization helps to overcome this subjectivity issue
which is observable from the Table 3.3 of the result section. When comparing the
feature based techniques, a substantial difference in the feature set was discovered,
indicating the effectiveness of the animalwise feature normalizations in the scoring
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process. When features are not normalized for each subject and only normalization
for the whole feature population is utilised, Figure 4.8 depicts the relevant features
for the scoring procedure. The EMG signal was not the most essential factor for
scoring in this procedure. However, following animalwise feature normalization, the
EMG signal holds the largest weight for vigilance stage rating, as shown in Figure
4.9. The score result increases after using this strategy, which is reflected in the
overall result.
A few features might be eliminated from this list in future that would make this
model run quicker without affecting the outcome, the overall result would remain the
same. This is really hard to manage dataset as different laboratory are unwilling to
share their data with others. Some research group now sharing their research model
and dataset in open platform[3]. More datasets may be incorporated in order to
overcome data scarcity and the deep learning model can be deployed in real time for
real-world applications in future. Integration of computer vision can also improve the
scoring process. In this case video data can be used for the scoring process as well

Figure 4.8: Feature importance check for 28 mice before animalwise feature
normalization.
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Figure 4.9: Feature importance check for 28 mice after applying animal feature
normalization technique.
which can help track the movement of mice as well as eye movement. For tracking
the movement on of the best way to utilizes pressure sensor which can help scoring
sleep stage as well[22].
Measurement variability can be reduced by feature standardization. As in this
study, EEG features are mostly ratio features, which aid in reducing EEG signal
variation; nonetheless, the influence of EMG signal variation should be included in the
scoring process if it occurs. This standardization method also aids in the elimination
of this anomaly in the EMG signal. It also aids in the removal of EMG power variation
from animal to animal (and sensor connection), and it is the relative to the change
in power that the human scorer is likely to have used, whereas the machine learning
algorithms were confused by this variation that had nothing to do with the vigilance
state.
Data from the UTSN-L model were collected and tested using the approach
described here. This dataset does not have a detailed data description. Because this
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Figure 4.10: Boxplot for scoring result for each recording of UTSN-L model using
random forest algorithm.
experiment was conducted in Japan, during feature computation a 50 Hz notch
filter was employed instead of a 60 Hz notch filter, and the EMG signal was not
bandpass filtered as these recordings are sampled at 128Hz. After trained with 28
animal dataset a random forest model was employed to test these 214 recording,
40.0% accuracy is obtained with a wake, NREM and REM recall of 43.5%.40.3%.
and 16.6% respectively.
Later, the vigilance stage was reported for each recording in order to examine the
variability of these 214 recordings using a pretrained random forest model with 28
animals, and an almost same pattern was observed for all three vigilance stages. The
boxplot of all recording results is shown in Figure 4.10. From there, it is discovered
that around 44% of waking stage recall is recorded with 10% standard deviations
across recordings, which is the highest recall of the three vigilance stages. The recall
rates for NREM and REM are 40% and 17%, respectively, with standard deviations
of 7% for both stages.
To identify a comparable pattern of relevant features for this dataset, we compute
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feature significance in Figure 4.11. The weight held by the features, however, is not
the same. Figure 4.9 demonstrates that for the 28 independent animal datasets, EMG
signals were most important by a huge margin. However, Figure 4.11 shows in this
dataset, even though the EMG signal is the most important, the other signals are
practically equally significant. It denotes the machine learning performance’s reliance
on data sets and measurement environment. Since these recordings are sampled at
128 Hz, critical information from the EMG signal is lost, which may lead to a drop
in the weight of the EMG feature in scoring.

Figure 4.11: Feature importance check for recording of UTSN-L model.

Copyright© Anik Muhury, 2021.
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Appendices
Appendix A : Data

Accuracy(%)
Animal-01
Animal-02
Animal-03
Animal-04
Animal-05
Animal-06
Animal-07
Animal-08
Animal-09
Animal-10
Animal-11
Animal-12
Animal-13
Animal-14
Animal-15
Animal-16
Animal-17
Animal-18
Animal-19
Animal-20
Animal-21
Animal-22
Animal-23
Animal-24
Animal-25
Animal-26
Animal-27
Animal-28

91.0
88.5
60.5
51.4
85.4
67.1
55.9
67.7
49.9
70.2
73.7
83.4
71.0
79.1
92.0
91.0
90.1
89.8
68.4
85.5
86.3
69.1
81.6
79.7
67.1
83.5
90.2
65.0

Wake (%)
Precision Recall
99
92
98
87
98
09
50
02
90
88
65
99
53
99
64
100
47
99
65
99
69
97
96
76
66
97
100
68
100
89
100
89
91
96
100
86
65
99
100
69
100
76
66
100
100
88
100
84
100
47
100
76
99
87
100
47

NREM(%)
Precision Recall
86
94
83
94
59
98
59
98
84
85
90
22
95
16
95
34
95
11
96
38
91
48
78
94
91
43
67
98
85
98
83
97
91
81
82
98
95
31
80
100
83
09
96
31
85
71
85
72
72
85
86
88
83
99
67
81

REM(%)
Precision Recall
74
69
79
72
59
78
27
76
84
73
92
19
57
7
94
24
73
13
70
54
82
43
72
83
97
51
66
90
87
83
75
84
87
71
84
70
71
27
40
5
74
87
71
28
25
93
35
97
32
96
49
96
97
63
36
81

Table A1: SCOPRISM model prediction performance for all 28 animals when the
first set of human scores are true labels.
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Accuracy(%)
Animal-01
Animal-02
Animal-03
Animal-04
Animal-05
Animal-06
Animal-07
Animal-08
Animal-09
Animal-10
Animal-11
Animal-12
Animal-13
Animal-14
Animal-15
Animal-16
Animal-17
Animal-18
Animal-19
Animal-20
Animal-21
Animal-22
Animal-23
Animal-24
Animal-25
Animal-26
Animal-27
Animal-28

90.7
88.4
58.0
48.3
82.8
67.7
56.6
66.0
49.5
69.4
73.4
83.2
68.5
79.1
89.7
89.8
88.2
90.7
68.8
86.1
81.9
66.6
81.6
76.7
65.7
81.6
89.6
64.9

Wake (%)
Precision Recall
99
91
98
86
98
90
100
03
92
83
66
99
54
98
63
97
47
99
65
97
69
97
93
77
61
99
99
68
98
87
99
87
90
94
100
87
65
99
100
69
100
70
64
99
100
88
100
82
99
45
99
72
99
85
100
51

NREM(%)
Precision Recall
89
91
86
91
57
98
54
99
79
82
87
22
92
16
85
31
92
10
93
37
91
48
79
92
96
41
68
97
83
95
81
96
88
78
86
96
95
31
81
100
80
91
95
28
85
71
80
69
71
85
84
88
83
98
74
75

REM(%)
Precision Recall
58
87
64
92
57
75
26
81
62
88
88
18
53
07
97
22
77
14
66
56
81
41
72
80
93
53
64
91
81
83
67
85
79
71
66
86
67
26
20
04
56
99
51
28
25
93
30
96
28
96
49
97
90
68
23
93

Table A2: SCOPRISM model prediction performance for all 28 animals when the
second set of human scores are true labels.
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Accuracy(%)
Animal-01
Animal-02
Animal-03
Animal-04
Animal-05
Animal-06
Animal-07
Animal-08
Animal-09
Animal-10
Animal-11
Animal-12
Animal-13
Animal-14
Animal-15
Animal-16
Animal-17
Animal-18
Animal-19
Animal-20
Animal-21
Animal-22
Animal-23
Animal-24
Animal-25
Animal-26
Animal-27
Animal-28

83.9
90.7
80.3
92.2
85.2
79.5
85.6
73.9
88.7
83.8
73.3
68.0
83.2
85.4
78.2
93.8
89.5
79.6
94.2
42.3
72.2
58.4
79.7
66.5
60.7
57.4
53.3
79.6

Wake (%)
Precision Recall
96
80
98
89
73
85
92
94
88
88
86
79
89
82
73
88
86
91
91
77
76
74
64
98
90
78
86
93
77
87
98
93
97
88
80
87
98
93
27
17
82
50
90
32
89
77
81
48
82
31
58
21
67
21
92
75

NREM(%)
Precision Recall
75
94
84
97
87
78
93
92
81
84
71
84
82
91
74
61
92
87
77
91
68
73
90
26
77
91
83
74
78
68
88
95
79
95
79
74
90
97
49
62
68
92
49
95
70
86
72
87
62
92
56
88
48
89
73
93

REM(%)
Precision Recall
63
57
95
65
82
71
93
82
91
73
92
55
92
80
92
57
88
88
90
83
95
70
91
69
87
77
98
78
94
64
89
9
90
82
95
54
91
81
09
2
77
57
85
64
87
65
28
63
32
69
83
56
91
72
66
48

Table A3: UTSN-L model prediction performance for all 28 animals when the first
set of human scores are true labels.
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Accuracy(%)
Animal-01
Animal-02
Animal-03
Animal-04
Animal-05
Animal-06
Animal-07
Animal-08
Animal-09
Animal-10
Animal-11
Animal-12
Animal-13
Animal-14
Animal-15
Animal-16
Animal-17
Animal-18
Animal-19
Animal-20
Animal-21
Animal-22
Animal-23
Animal-24
Animal-25
Animal-26
Animal-27
Animal-28

85.3
92.2
81.6
89.2
83.3
79.2
84.6
73.5
88.6
82.6
73.5
66.8
84.2
85.9
77.7
92.5
88.4
79.4
93.9
42.1
71.6
60.7
79.7
66.2
59.6
56.2
53.4
82.8

Wake (%)
Precision Recall
96
79
98
88
78
83
94
86
90
83
87
78
90
79
74
86
86
91
91
75
76
75
62
98
86
81
86
93
78
85
99
91
97
86
79
86
98
93
28
18
85
47
90
32
89
77
82
47
82
31
60
21
69
21
89
77

NREM(%)
Precision Recall
78
95
87
97
85
81
85
94
77
83
69
85
80
91
70
61
92
86
75
91
69
73
94
26
83
88
86
74
76
68
85
95
77
94
80
71
90
97
49
62
67
92
52
95
70
86
71
88
61
92
54
88
48
89
82
89

REM(%)
Precision Recall
60
83
90
91
86
74
87
85
72
93
92
54
86
83
97
54
88
88
85
86
93
67
91
66
85
80
95
79
87
64
79
93
83
81
78
68
91
84
07
24
74
82
83
84
87
65
28
72
30
72
77
59
88
81
57
74

Table A4: UTSN-L model prediction performance for all 28 animals when the
second set of human scores are true labels.
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Appendix B : Code
Codes of this study are provided as supplementary material.
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